Explore Ireland Off the Beaten Track
Looking for an authentic Irish travel
experience? Inroads Ireland Tours may
be the perfect match for you.
Specializing in back roads, small group
tours of Ireland, you travel off the
beaten track exploring unique sites and
incredible scenery. By staying in small
towns at welcoming B&Bs, guesthouses
and boutique hotels, you’ll mingle with
friendly locals for a uniquely rich Irish
experience.
“I grew up immersed in my
homeland,” says Phil Ryan, Inroads
Ireland’s Tour Designer. “I was always
exploring the countryside, talking with
locals about history and folklore, or
climbing hills to find ancient sites.” With
his American wife and Co-Owner,
Carolyn Janette, they created Inroads
Ireland Tours. What began in 2005 as
an entrepreneurial dream is now
Ireland’s premier travel experience,
connecting savvy travelers to this
incredible country.
The tours attract more
independent-minded travelers looking
for that authentic slice of Ireland. With
small groups of just 14 – 16 people,
you’ll love exploring out of the way
places, minus the endless planning and
car hire, etc. You travel with your expert
Irish guide in a fun and relaxing way.
Spontaneous stops are encouraged to
get that pic or simply bask in the
splendor.
Inroads has carefully curated three
distinct one-week tours (Go North, Go
West, and Go South), each highlighting

Stunning northern scenery on the
Inroads Ireland “Go North” tour

the best in that region. Ireland’s twisty,
rural roads take almost twice as long to
travel the same distance in North
America, and it’s easy to miss incredible
sites. That’s where Inroads Ireland
comes in - the local experts taking the
most scenic routes to hidden Irish gems.
So how do you get around the
country, you ask? In comfort, as
Carolyn, Inroad’s logistics wiz explains,
“You travel in a Mercedes mini-bus
that’s as nimble as an SUV so you can
access Ireland’s best sites (and leave the
crowds behind!). It’s quite swish with
leather reclining seats, and most
importantly, brilliant views above
Ireland’s many stone walls and
hedgerows.”
Key to the Inroads travel style is living
each day to the fullest so the itinerary is
subject to change to maximize your Irish
experience. The Inroads guides are the
best in the country adding their own
unique finds to make your trip truly

unforgettable.
So when is the best time to go?
“Ireland really shines between May and
September with lively towns, lush,
colorful countryside, and long days of
light,” explains Phil. “Our trips explore
Ireland’s most scenic back roads so you
really get that no crowds, off-season vibe
at a time when Ireland is at its most
beautiful.”
Inroads Ireland has a great reputation
from the reviews we’ve
uncovered, like Anne from Montreal,
Canada who said, “I was very impressed
with the thoughtful selection of amazing
sites. Their out-of-the-way locations
with almost no other people added a
sense of timelessness, peace and awe.
This trip was just what I wanted - small
group, focused, well-balanced,
organized, with amazing discoveries and
background appreciation for Irish
history, culture, & what we were
seeing. An A+ experience!”

Summer is almost here and Ireland is
calling you. Our friends at Inroads
Ireland Tours are giving Irish Echo
readers a massive $200 discount on
2019 tours. Use Promo Code:
IrishEcho2019.
To reserve a tour, view itineraries, get
trip planning tips, visit
InroadsIreland.com or contact the
Owners, Phil or Carolyn, at
Info@InroadsIreland.com or
1-888-220-7711.
With Inroads Ireland Tours, you’ll
walk the land, capture the spirit, and
find Ireland forever in your heart.
* Tip - Book soon while spots are
available & flights are affordable.
* Irish Echo promo applies only to new
reservations for available 2019 tour
spots. Discounts cannot be applied to
existing reservations.
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